This paper studies the effects of dynamical interactions among the planets in observed extrasolar planetary systems, including hypothetical additional bodies, with a focus on secular perturbations. These interactions cause the eccentricities of the planets to explore a distribution of values over time scales that are long compared to observational time baselines, but short compared to the age of the systems. The same formalism determines the eccentricity forcing of hypothetical test bodies (terrestrial planets) in these systems and we find which systems allow for potentially habitable planets. Such planets would be driven to nonzero orbital eccentricity and we derive the distribution of stellar flux experienced by the planets over the course of their orbits. The general relativistic corrections to secular interaction theory are included in the analysis and such effects are important in systems with close planets (∼4 day orbits). Some extrasolar planetary systems (e.g., Upsilon Andromedae) can be used as a test of general relativity, whereas in other systems, general relativity can be used to constrain the system parameters (e.g., sin i > ∼ 0.93 for HD160691). For the case of hot Jupiters, we discuss how the absence of observed eccentricity implies the absence of companion planets.
Introduction
The number of discovered planets in other systems is rapidly growing and the observational sample shows an astonishing diversity of architectures (beginning with Mayor & Queloz 1995; Marcy & Butler 1996) . One way to characterize these planetary systems is in terms of their orbital elements, where the semi-major axis a and orbital eccentricity e are most often used. These variables are equivalent to specifying the energy and angular momentum of the orbit. Previous expectations, informed by the structure of our Solar System, predicted planetary orbits with larger values of a and smaller values of e than those found in the current observational sample. A major theoretical effort is now being put forth to provide an explanation of the observed distributions of orbital elements, e.g., the a − e plane. In multiple planet systems, however, it can be important to keep in mind that the orbital eccentricities can vary dramatically through secular interactions on time scales that are long compared to observational baselines but short compared to the system ages. Instead of being described by a single value of eccentricity, the orbits of planets in multiple planet systems should generally be characterized by a complete distribution of eccentricity values (see also Takeda & Rasio 2005) .
Secular interactions, and the apparent lack of evidence for such interactions, can be used to place constraints on observed planetary systems. For the known multiple planet systems, secular interactions place strong constraints on the possibility of additional as-yet undetected terrestrial planets. For putative single planet systems with zero or low eccentricity, the inferred absence of secular interactions (which tend to prevent small eccentricity values e ∼ 0) implies that any additional planets in the system must have small masses, small eccentricities, and/or large semimajor axes; we quantify these constraints for observed systems. For multiple planet systems with hot Jupiters (close planetary companions, e.g., in 4 day orbits), secular perturbations tend to increase the eccentricity of the inner planet, which also experiences tidal stressing forces from the star. This interplay leads to continual energy dissipation in the planet. This paper follows a large body of previous work. Secular interactions have been studied for centuries, primarily in the context of our Solar System (Brower & van Woerkom 1950; Laskar 1988; and many others) . With the discovery of extrasolar multiple planet systems (starting with Upsilon Andromedae; Butler et al. 1999) , secular perturbation theory can be applied to an ever growing collection of planetary systems (e.g., Wu & Goldreich 2002) . General schemes for studying secular interactions have been developed (Mardling & Lin 2002 ) and used to study close (hypothetical) terrestrial planets (Mardling & Lin 2004) . For hierarchical planetary systems, a higher order (octopole) approximation scheme has been developed and applied to HD168443 and HD12661 (Lee & Peale 2003) and to triple star systems (Ford et al. 2000ab) ; an alternate approximation scheme has been developed and applied to the Upsilon Andromedae planetary system (Michtchenko & Malhotra 2004) . The effects of disk potentials, and the disappearance of the disk, have been studied (Nagasawa et al. 2003) with the goal of explaining observed orbital eccentricities (see also Lubow & Ogilvie 2001) . The effects of the Kozai mechanism have been explored for systems containing a binary companion (Takeda & Rasio 2005) . This paper builds upon the studies outlined above with the modest goal of using secular interaction theory to extract additional information from extant multiple planet systems. The basic theory is outlined in §2, which includes the leading order corrections for general relativity (GR). The results and applications are then presented in §3. In §3.1, we determine the distributions of eccentricity sampled by extrasolar planets over the course of their secular cycles, determine the secular time scales, and study the signature of secular eccentricity variations in the a − e diagram. We place constraints on the possibility of additional terrestrial planets residing in currently detected extrasolar planetary systems ( §3.2) and place constraints on possible additional giant planets in observed hot Jupiter systems ( §3.4). We explore the effects of general relativity in secular interac-tions and show that some systems can be used to test relativity, while in other systems relativity can be used to place constraints on system parameters ( §3.3). We conclude, in §4, with a discussion and summary of results.
Basic Theory of Secular Interactions
In this section we outline the basic theory of secular interactions as applied to the planetary systems of interest. Since this topic has been well studied over the past 250 years, the review is brief, and the results are presented for the purpose of further development in later sections.
To the second order in eccentricity and inclination angle, the equations of motion for eccentricity e j and argument of periastron ̟ j decouple from those of inclination angle and the ascending node. Following standard convention (Murray & Dermott 1999 ; hereafter MD99), we work in terms of the variables defined by
where the subscript j refers to the jth planet in an N planet system. The basic equations of motion for the theory can then be written in the form
where R j the secular part of the disturbing function (see below and MD99 for further detail), n j is the mean motion of the jth planet and a j is its corresponding semi-major axis. To consistent order in this approximation, the relevant terms in the disturbing function take the form
The physics of these interactions is thus encapsulated in the N × N matrix A ij , where the number N of planets in the system is usually N = 2 or 3 for the systems observed to date. The matrix elements can be written in the form
and
In the diagonal matrix elements (eq.
[4]), we have included the leading order correction for general relativity (c is the speed of light). Although these terms are small, µ ≡ GM * /(c 2 a j ) ≪ 1, such small corrections to the eigenfrequencies can be important, especially when the system is near resonance. The quantities α jk are defined such that
The complementary quantitiesᾱ jk are defined so thatᾱ jk = a j /a k = α jk if a j < a k , butᾱ jk = 1 for a k < a j . Finally, the quantities b
3/2 (α jk ) and b
3/2 (α jk ) are Laplace coefficients (MD99). With the above definitions, the resulting solution takes the form
where the λ i are eigenvalues of the matrix A ij and the Λ ji are the corresponding eigenvectors. The phases β i and the normalization of the eigenvectors are determined by the initial conditions, i.e., the values of eccentricity e j and argument of periastron ̟ j for each planet at t = 0.
Applications to Extrasolar Planetary Systems
In this section we use the formal development reviewed above to study observed extrasolar planetary systems. First, we use the theory of secular interactions to show the relationship between the observed values of eccentricity and the underlying distribution of eccentricities that characterize the systems ( §3.1). Next we use interactions, and their absence, to place new constraints on observed multiple planet systems. We can find constraints on the possible existence of additional small (terrestrial) planets in these systems by requiring that any such planets must reside far from a secular resonance ( §3.2). For a particular subset of systems, we can find constraints on the viewing angle of the system, again by requiring that the systems are far from resonance ( §3.3); in this latter application, the effects of general relativity are important and we elucidate the possible GR signatures in other planetary systems. In particular, some systems can be used as a test of general relativity. Finally, we can place constraints on observed systems with hot Jupiters and low (or zero) eccentricities, as typically found for such systems. In order for the eccentricities to stay low, any additional planets must be sufficiently distant ( §3.4).
Eccentricity Distributions and Secular Time Scales
As an application of secular interaction theory, we use the formalism described above (see MD99 for further detail) to calculate the variations in eccentricity in a sub-sample of observed extrasolar planetary systems. First, the eigenvalues λ j for the multiple planet systems were calculated and converted into time scales for a collection of 19 observed multiple planet systems 1 . The results are listed in Table 1 . Most of these multiple planet systems have secular interaction time scales in the range 10 3 − 10 5 yr. These time scales are much longer than any possible observational baseline (tens of years), but much shorter than the system lifetimes (which are typically several Gyr). The shortest secular time scale occurs for the GJ 876 system. Although the dynamics of this system are dominated by the 2:1 resonance between planets "c" and "b", the secular interaction time τ 3 = 4.4 yr gives an excellent estimate of the time scale for dynamical interaction in the system. Indeed, radial velocity fits to the system must take into account the planet-planet interactions in order to obtain an acceptable fit (see, e.g., Rivera et al. 2005 and the references within).
These secular interaction times are thus long enough that observations can determine the eccentricity (and longitude of periastron) with high accuracy at the present epoch. Over much longer time scales that are not observationally accessible, however, the eccentricity (and longitude of periastron) will vary according to the appropriate secular cycles. As a result, attempts to explain the observed a − e plane must take the possibility of secular variations into account.
The net effect of secular interactions on our observational interpretation of these systems is that the measured eccentricity values are a particular sampling of an underlying distribution. Within the context of leading order secular theory, the distribution of eccentricity is determined by the formalism of §2. For each of the observed multiple planet systems considered in this paper, we have calculated the expected time variations of eccentricity and longitude of periastron according to secular theory. From this time series, we have extracted the mean eccentricity e , the variance σ e of the distribution, the minimum eccentricity value e min , and the maximum value e max . The results are listed in Tables 2 and 3 along with the (currently) observed values of eccentricity. The difference between the observed values and the mean eccentricities averaged over many secular cycles can be substantial (more than a factor of two). The width of the distribution can also be significant. For the second planet of the HD160691 system, for example, the first two moments of the eccentricity distribution imply e = 0.49 ± 0.19.
For the case of two planet systems, the formalism produces simple analytic expressions for the parameters of the eccentricity distribution. The distribution itself can be derived by taking the solution of equation (6) and solving for the eccentricity as a function of time. Since time is distributed uniformly, the resulting expression can be solved for the corresponding distribution of eccentricity, which can then be written in the form
where Λ ji are the eigenvectors. This form of the eccentricity distribution (for the jth planet) is valid between the extremes given by
The mean value of the distribution can be evaluated from its definition e = e(dP/de)de and takes the form
where E(m) is the elliptical integral of the second kind (Abramowitz & Stegun 1970) with parameter m ≡ 4Λ j1 Λ j2 /(Λ j1 + Λ j2 ) 2 . Notice that the parameterm can be negative and hence care must be taken in evaluating E(m). The corresponding variance of the distribution is given by
For two-planet systems, we have verified that these expressions for the mean, extrema, and variance of the distribution are in good agreement with those found via sampling of the secular solutions as described above. The secular theory used here is derived from a disturbing function that is correct only to second order in eccentricity and inclination angle and first order in the planet masses (MD99). In order to test how well this version of secular theory describes the eccentricity evolution of these systems, we have performed a set of numerical integrations for a representative sub-sample of the extrasolar planetary systems. The time evolution of eccentricity is shown in Figures 2 -4 for three representative systems in our sample (HD37124, HD168443, HD12661). For HD37124 and HD168443 (Figures 2 and 3) , the time evolution predicted by secular theory is in good agreement with the numerical integrations, although not exact. For the HD12661 system, however, the eccentricity times series produced by secular theory does not provide an accurate description of that indicated by numerical integration. In addition, the numerical integration results depend sensitively on the initial conditions; Figure 4 shows the results of two sets of starting parameters (both within the observational errors). In spite of these complications, however, for all three of the systems, the amplitude of eccentricity variation predicted by secular theory is in good agreement with that predicted by direct numerical integration. Specifically, the envelopes of the eccentricity variations are in agreement. (Of course, an improved point-to-point time variation can be obtained with a higher order approximation scheme -see Lee & Peale 2003) .
Possible Earth-like Planets in Extrasolar Planetary Systems

Constraints from forced eccentricity oscillations
One of the themes of upcoming space missions (especially Terrestrial Planet Finder, hereafter TPF) is to detect Earth-like planets, with an emphasis on those in "habitable" Earth-like orbits. For solar mass stars, the standard scenario (Kasting et al. 1993 ) suggests that such orbits would have semi-major axes near a = 1 AU and relatively low eccentricity (although the maximum eccentricity threshold is not well determined -see below). For the multiple planet systems discovered to date, the detected planets are of order Jovian mass, much larger than the mass of Earth. As a result, to first approximation, any putative Earth-like planets present in these systems can be considered as test particles. Within the framework of secular interactions considered here, we can calculate the effects of extant planets on hypothetical Earth-like planets (test bodies) that may reside in the systems. According to secular theory (MD99, §2), the motion of test particles can be characterized by a frequency A of free oscillation, which takes the form
where the subscript '0' refers to the orbit of the test particle and where the rest of the symbols have the same meaning as in the previous section. Notice that the free oscillation frequency A is a function of the test particle semi-major axis a 0 .
By applying the formalism described above to extant systems with multiple giant planets, we can explore the forced oscillations of any additional small (e.g., terrestrial) planets. The results are shown in Figures 5 -9 for a collection of observed systems. This subset was chosen to include systems that experience nontrivial secular interactions, but still might allow for a habitable planet (HD38529, HD74156, HD168443). Other systems (not shown) either have little secular interaction or already have a planet near a ∼ 1 AU (we consider HD12661 as an example of this latter type of system). The bottom panels of these figures show the free oscillation frequency A, plotted as a function of possible semi-major axis a 0 , for hypothetical test bodies in the given extrasolar planetary systems.
A related quantity is the amplitude of forced eccentricity oscillations; these amplitudes are plotted as a function of semi-major axis in the top panels of Figures 5 -9 . Briefly, the eccentricity of a test particle at any given time is the vector sum of the forced eccentricity and the free eccentricity (see Fig. 7 .2 of MD99). The amplitude of forced eccentricity oscillation is determined by the semimajor axis of the test particle and the secular solution for the perturbing bodies; it varies over secular time scales, as the perturbing planets interact with each other. The free eccentricity is determined by the boundary conditions and represents a more "fundamental" orbital parameter (for further detail see MD99). The amplitudes shown in the figures are calculated for the starting time t = 0, i.e., with the current values of the orbital elements. Over time, the amplitude curve oscillates and thereby gives an effective width to the curve.
For the systems HD38529, HD74156, HD168443, and HD37124 , the theory of secular interactions predicts that Earth-like planets (small bodies with semi-major axes near 1 AU) can reside in the planetary systems [both A and e(forced) are small]. However, the forced eccentricities of the planets are appreciably larger than that of Earth, specifically in the range e(forced) ≈ 0.10 − 0.30. In addition, the outer planets pose a threat to long term stability in these systems. Extrapolation of the results of numerical integrations (David et al. 2003) indicates that an Earth-like planet can remain stable over the current 4.6 Gyr age of the Solar System for a Jupiter mass companion with periastron a(1 − e) > ∼ 2.55 AU. However, even the largest periastron value in this sample of systems is somewhat lower, ∼ 2.5 AU for HD38529, suggesting that long term stability may be a problem (a host of papers have considered long term stability of observed extrasolar planetary systems, includingÉrdi et al. 2004; Menou & Tabachnik 2003; Noble et al. 2002; Jones et al. 2001 ; and many others). Indeed, simulations of extrasolar planetary systems with added massless test particles (Barnes & Raymond 2004) indicate that small values of forced eccentricity (Figs. 5 -8) are necessary but not sufficient; these simulations show that HD74156 and HD168443 eject almost all of the test particles in a few Myr, while HD38529 and HD37124 allow for continued particle survival.
Mean yearly flux versus eccentricity
An important (unresolved) question is the maximum allowed eccentricity for a "habitable" planet. Such planets are generally assumed to have nearly circular orbits. In planetary systems with detectable giant planets, however, any possible terrestrial planets are likely to be subject to eccentricity forcing and hence nonzero mean values of e. Although the details of habitability must ultimately depend on the characteristics of the planetary atmosphere, and such a discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, the variations in the stellar flux are straightforward to determine. For nonzero eccentricities, the flux received by the planet cannot be described by a single value, like the well-known value of our solar constant 1.36 ×10 6 erg sec −1 cm −2 , but rather a distribution of values. We can determine the parameters of this distribution. Let F 0 be a fiducial value of the flux defined by
In other words, F 0 is the value of the (constant) flux received by a planet on a circular orbit of radius a. The extrema of the distribution are then given by
If we define a reduced flux f = F/F 0 = (a/r) 2 , the distribution of reduced flux can be written in the form dP df
The time-averaged mean value of the flux is then given by
The requirement of a given mean flux (averaged over the planet's year) thus demands that the quantity a 2 √ 1 − e 2 attain a particular value, in contrast to the particular value of a usually required for circular orbits. Notice also that with increasing eccentricity, the mean flux is larger for a given semi-major axis, or, equivalently, the planet can live farther from its star. The variance (width) σ F of the distribution can be written in the form
so that the distribution of flux experienced by the planet grows wider with increasing eccentricity (as expected).
Highly eccentric orbits will produce large seasonal variations on the planet (in addition to those produced by possible tilting of the spin axis) and it remains to be determined how large such variations can be and still allow for a habitable world. Sufficiently large eccentricities lead to nonlinear seasonal flux variations. One useful benchmark occurs for the case σ F = F , where the flux distribution is as wide as its mean, which in turn occurs for eccentricity e 0 ≈ 0.554. With this eccentricity, the yearly flux varies by a factor of ∼12 from maximum to minimum. As another benchmark, even a modest eccentricity of e ≈ 0.172 will enforce a factor of two variation in flux over the planetary orbit. Although the flux variations are straightforward to calculate, the degree to which planets can maintain stable climates in the face of such variations remains to be determined. In any case, these considerations have important implications for astrobiology (e.g., Lunine 2005) .
Keep in mind that the distributions of flux considered here are the possible values of flux experienced by the planet over the course of its "year" for a given eccentricity. Over longer time scales, those determined by secular interactions, the eccentricity itself will sample a distribution of values as discussed in the previous subsection.
General Relativity in Extrasolar Planetary Systems
The combination of secular interactions and general relativity provides a number of interesting results. For some extrasolar planetary systems, one can use observed system parameters to provide new tests of general relativity; in other systems, one can use general relativity to place new physical constraints on the system parameters (see also Adams & Laughlin 2006b ).
In order for the effects of general relativity to be significant, the final term in equation (4) must complete with the others. In practice, only the inner planet will have significant corrections. To find an analytic criterion for the importance of relativistic effects, we assume that the system is sufficiently hierarchical so that b
(1) 3/2 (α j0 ) = 3α j0 + O(α 2 j0 ) ≈ 3α j0 and thus obtain the requirement
Both sides of this equation are small dimensionless quantities; however, when their ratio is of order unity, then relativistic effects can compete with secular interactions. Since in most cases, only one of the (non-inner) planets will contribute to the sum on the left hand side of the equation, this constraint is equivalent to the requirement that one of the dimensionless fields Π j > ∼ 1, where
The second (approximate) equality indicates that relativistic effects compete with non-relativistic secular interactions for a Jupiter mass planet in a 1 AU orbit perturbing a hot Jupiter (in a 4 day orbit). The relative size of the relativistic effect grows with increasing semi-major axis a j of the perturber, but the magnitude of the secular contribution decreases.
This problem also contains a characteristic time scale τ gr defined by
This scale represents the time required for the periastron of a hot Jupiter (in about a 4-day orbit) to precess one radian forward in its orbit. Notice that this time scale is comparable to the secular interaction time scales (determined by the Laplace-Lagrange eigenvalues) shown in Table 1 for many of the observed systems. This concordance of time scales, τ gr ∼ τ sec , is purely accidental (in that a different value of the speed of light c would change the result, and planetary system formation probably does not depend on relativistic effects) but allows for GR to play a significant role in the dynamics of some planetary systems.
To illustrate the action of relativity in extrasolar planetary systems, we have calculated the secular interactions for two systems with and without including the general relativistic terms. We use the systems Upsilon Andromedae and HD160691 because they contain hot Jupiters as well as additional planets in orbits with a ∼ 1 AU. Figure 10 shows the mean eccentricity e of the innermost planet, as driven by secular interactions and averaged over many cycles, plotted as a function of sin i for the two cases.
For the Upsilon Andromedae system (top panel of Fig. 10 ), the inclusion of relativity acts to damp the excitation of eccentricity by secular interactions. For large values of sin i, the innermost planet would be driven to eccentricity values e ≈ 0.4 without relativity, but only e ≈ 0.016 when the relativistic corrections are included. The observed eccentricity for the inner planet in this system is e obs ∼ 0.011, much closer to the relativistic mean value. As a result, one can think of Upsilon Andromedae as providing another test of general relativity. Since secular theory uses the current (observed) eccentricity values of the planets as part of the boundary conditions, the system always has a chance of displaying the observed (low) eccentricity of the inner planet, so the implications for general relativity must be stated in terms of probabilities: If we assume that the observed eccentricity of the inner planet has a measurement error that is gaussian distributed with σ obs = 0.015, then the probability of observing the system in its current state would be only 0.0235 if the general relativistic corrections are not included. An analogous calculation implies a probability of 0.78 of finding the inner planet with its observed eccentricity if general relativity is correct. The validity of GR is thus strongly favored.
For the HD160691 system (bottom panel of Fig. 10 ), the inclusion of relativistic terms acts in the opposite direction, i.e., it leads to greater predicted values of e . For large values of sin i ∼ 1, the predicted mean driven eccentricities are small enough to be consistent with the observed low value e obs ∼ 0. As the value of sin i decreases, however, the level of eccentricity forcing increases and reaches a resonance near sin i ≈ 0.5. The observed low value of eccentricity, in conjunction with these considerations, thus constrain the viewing angle of the HD160691 system to be nearly edgeon; if we require e < ∼ 0.05, then the viewing angle is confined to the range sin i > ∼ 0.93 (i > ∼ 70 • ). Since inclination angles are notoriously difficult to measure in these systems, this constraint on i is quite valuable.
This constraint on the viewing angle also has implications for the possibility of observing the inner planet in transit. For a hot Jupiter in a zero eccentricity orbit, the a priori probability P 0 that the planet can be seen in transit is given by
For the HD160691 system, the inclination angle is confined to the narrower range sin i > ∼ 0.93 (cos i < ∼ 0.37) and the probability that the inner planet can be seen in transit is larger than the a priori value by a factor of 2.7. With this constraint on the inclination angle, the probability of finding observable transits in HD160691 is P ∼ 0.14, making it one of the higher probability systems 2 .
Most previous discussions of relativistic effects in planetary systems emphasize its stabilizing influence. However, general relativity can lead to either larger eccentricity forcing (HD160691) and hence less stability, or smaller eccentricity forcing (Ups And) and hence greater stability (Adams & Laughlin 2006b) . It is useful to have an analytic criterion for when the two types of behavior occur, and what system parameters are required for GR to provide more/less stability.
For a two planet system, we can isolate the effects of relativity by considering the simplest case in which the inner planet has a nearly circular orbit, or at least cycles through the e 1 = 0 state. This case is relatively common in that close planets tend to have nearly circular orbits and close planets display relativistic effects. The solution of equation (6) can be used to find the square of the eccentricity of the inner planet. After time averaging, the resulting amplitude can be written in terms of the eigenvectors so that e 2 1 = η 2 = Λ 2 11 + Λ 2 12 . By finding the eigenvectors in terms of the original matrix elements A ij and applying the boundary conditions, we can write the eccentricity amplitude of the inner planet (as forced by the outer planet) in the form
where e 02 is the initial eccentricity of the second (outer) planet (see the following subsection). For a two planet system, the difference in eigenvalues is given by the expression
which is positive definite. Notice that the eigenvalues cannot be degenerate for a two planet system, and hence secular interactions do not lead to resonance. Notice also that only the diagonal matrix elements contain relativistic corrections, and only the inner planet is generally close enough to the star for such corrections to make a difference. The first matrix element can thus be written
where A 0 is the matrix element in the absence of relativity and µ = GM * /(c 2 a 1 ) is the dimensionless relativistic correction factor. With this construction, the question of whether relativity acts to enforce larger or smaller amplitudes of eccentricity oscillation is determined by the sign of the derivative dη/dµ. In order to outline its dependence on the system parameters, we make the same approximations as before (m 1 , m 2 ≪ M * ; a 1 ≪ a 2 so that b
3/2 ≈ 3a 1 /a 2 ; etc.) and write the derivative in the form sign
where Π is the dimensionless field defined in equation (17). The third term must dominate in order for the sign to be positive, and hence for relativity to lead to greater eccentricity amplitudes. Since a 1 < a 2 by definition, and since the inner planets tend to be less massive (m 1 < m 2 ), relativity will usually lead to greater stability. For sufficiently massive inner planets, however, relativity can amplify eccentricity forcing. One convenient way to write the constraint (requirement) for eccentricity amplification is in the form
Keep in mind that we are working in the limit a 1 ≪ a 2 , which is also required for long term dynamical stability. As a result, this constraint cannot, in practice, be satisfied by making the ratio a 1 /a 2 too large; instead, the mass m 2 must be small compared with m 1 . The two planet systems considered in this paper (Table 2) show an interesting trend: None of the systems satisfy the inequality of equation (24), so that general relativity leads to greater stability for all of these systems.
Now consider a three planet system in which the inner planet has relatively little effect on the outer two planets, due to its smaller mass and/or inner position (far from the others). This description applies to both HD160691 and UpsAnd. In this hierarchical limit, the 3 × 3 matrix A ij can be approximated by taking A 12 = A 13 = A 21 = A 31 = 0. The eigenvalues of this reduced matrix then take the form
With this level of complexity, the system can have degenerate eigenvalues, e.g., when λ 1 = A 11 is equal to either λ 2 or λ 3 . Without loss of generality, suppose that λ 1 and λ 2 are nearly degenerate. The effect of general relativity is to add a small positive contribution to A 11 and hence λ 1 (we again take A 11 = A 0 + 3n 1 µ), where the physical implication of the added term is the general relativistic precession of the orbit of the inner planet. If λ 1 < ∼ λ 2 , then GR brings the eigenvalues closer together and thus acts to increase the level of eccentricity forcing. If λ 1 > ∼ λ 2 , then GR makes the eigenvalues more unequal and acts to decrease eccentricity forcing. The full cubic equation for det[A − λI] is more complicated, but allows for similar behavior.
The basic result of this section is that general relativity can have a significant effect on secular perturbations for planetary systems with favorable characteristics (see also Holman et al. 1997; Ford et al. 2000ab ). The requirement that GR effects are important is quantified by the dimensionless field defined in equation (17). Furthermore, general relativity can either enhance or attenuate the effects of secular perturbations, where the sign of the relativistic effects is described by equations (20 -25).
Constraints on Additional Planets in Systems with Hot Jupiters
Most hot Jupiters are observed to have small or zero eccentricity values and relatively low mass. For those systems that have observed hot Jupiters but no additional planets detected (thus far), the theory of secular interactions places a clean constraint on any possible companions. The presence of any additional planet (or larger body) will tend to excite eccentricity in the hot Jupiter. For the case of interest, we can set e 1 (t = 0) = 0 (the hot Jupiter is observed in a circular orbit) and ̟ 2 (t = 0) = 0 (we choose the orientation of the coordinate system so that the possible companion planet has zero argument of periastron). With these simplifications, the enforced eccentricity of the inner planet (the hot Jupiter) samples a distribution characterized by the following parameters:
where the amplitude η is defined in terms of the eccentricity e 2(obs) of the second planet and the matrix elements A ij , i.e.,
shows the required eccentricity e 2 of the second planet as a function of its semi-major axis a 2 such that the inner planet is excited to have a mean eccentricity e 1 = 0.01. The shaded region below this curve depicts the portion of parameter space for which the second planet has a negligible effect on the hot Jupiter. The corresponding curves for e 1 = 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.50 are also shown. The observed hot Jupiters do not have companions in the unshaded region of the plane. However, such planets could exist -the square symbols in Figure 11 depict the locations of known planets in the a − e plane. Notice that the relevant portion of the a − e plane is relatively small. The curves shown in Figure 11 assume that the hot Jupiter has a period of 4 days and the minimum period of the second planet is 12 days, just outside the 3:1 mean motion resonance (i.e., wide enough separations so that we expect secular theory to apply). The eccentricity e 2 required to drive a given e 1 grows rapidly with increasing semi-major axis (period) and exceeds unity for relatively modest values of a 2 as shown in the figure. Of course, the eccentricity of the inner planet cycles through a distribution of values. For this case, the cumulative probability P(e) that the inner planet is observed with an eccentricity e obs < e, for a system with mean (forced) eccentricity e 1 , is given by the expression
This form can be derived by evaluating the probability distribution of equation (7) for the case under consideration (where Λ 11 = Λ 12 = η) and performing the integral to find the cumulative probability.
Conclusion
This paper has applied the leading order theory of secular interactions to observed extrasolar planetary systems and used the results to constrain their properties. Our results can be summarized as follows:
[1] Through dynamical interactions, described here using secular theory, the orbital eccentricities in multiple planet systems vary over secular time scales. The eccentricities measured by ongoing planet searches represent the current eccentricity value, which is drawn from a wider distribution of values sampled by the planet. In other words, the eccentricities in multiple planet systems should not be considered as particular values, but rather as distributions of values. The widths of these eccentricity distributions can be substantial (Tables 2 and 3 ) and we have verified that secular theory predicts distribution widths that are in good agreement with direct numerical integration (Figures 2 -4) . This effect implies that interpretations of the a − e diagram must be regarded with caution for multiple planet systems (see Figure 1) . For the simplest case of two planet systems, the resulting distribution of eccentricity can be found analytically (eqs. [7 -10] ). The time scale for secular eccentricity variations is typically thousands of years (Table 1) , much longer than observational survey time scales (tens of years) and much shorter than the system lifetimes (few Gyr).
[2] For a sub-sample of observed multiple planet systems, we have calculated the frequencies of free oscillation and amplitudes of forced eccentricity oscillation (Figures 5 -9 ) for (hypothetical) test bodies. These results constrain the possibility of multiple planet systems containing additional small (terrestrial) planets. This calculation shows that many of the systems allow the existence of additional planets, but the forced eccentricity amplitudes would be large compared to that of Earth, i.e., e(forced) ≈ 0.10 -0.15. In addition, numerical integrations (Barnes & Raymond 2004) indicate that only a fraction of these systems allow test bodies to remain stable over long time scales, i.e., the condition of small forced eccentricity amplitude is necessary but not sufficient.
[3] This paper generalizes the concept of a habitable zone to include the possibility of larger eccentricity values ( §3.2.2). Specifically, we have calculated the distribution of flux experienced by a planet in an eccentric orbit over the course of its year (eq.
[13]), as well as the mean flux and the width of the distribution (eqs. [12 -15] ). Notice that all of these results are calculated analytically.
[4] For multiple planet systems with favorable architectures, the effects of general relativity can be significant (Fig. 10) . When planetary systems have two relatively massive outer planets and a third inner planet of smaller mass near secular resonance, the effects of general relativity are large enough to move the system in or out of a resonant condition. Since the resonance condition depends on planetary masses, which in turn depend on sin i, and since small inner planets cannot survive in exact resonance, this effect can be used to constrain the allowed range of sin i in some observed extrasolar planetary systems. For the HD160691 system, e.g., this constraint implies that sin i > ∼ 0.93. This effect thus provides another means of probing the properties of these planetary systems. For other systems (e.g., Upsilon Andromedae), general relativity can make the inner planet precess forward in its orbit fast enough to compromise eccentricity pumping from a second planet, i.e., the mean eccentricity values are much smaller than they would be in flat space. This latter effect can thus be used as a test of general relativity. For Ups And, the system has a 78% chance of being observed with its measured parameters if general relativity is correct, but only a ∼ 2% chance if the general relativistic corrections were zero. In the future, additional extrasolar planetary systems and/or higher precision observations can provide more stringent tests of GR (see also Adams & Laughlin 2006b ).
[5] For single planet systems with small or zero measured eccentricity values (e.g., 51 Peg), the small observed e values imply the absence of large, close planetary companions. For a given system, this line of reasoning implies a limit on the possible orbital elements of any additional planets in the system (shown in Fig. 11 ).
The objective of this paper is to outline the effects of secular interactions in multiple planet systems. We have applied the results to a small collection of multiple planet systems that have been detected, and a number of additional applications are expected in the near future. Although the sample of extrasolar planets (∼ 150) is now large enough to provide some statistical significance, the number of multiple planet systems is still low (∼ 20) . Furthermore, the possible parameter space accessible to multi-planet systems is enormous, so it is premature to make statistical state-ments about multiple planet systems. Nonetheless, future observations will find greater numbers of systems with multiple giant planets (through continued radial velocity searches and other methods) and systems containing smaller, Earth-mass planets (e.g., TPF).
Secular interactions can add to our understanding of these forthcoming multiple planet systems in a variety of ways. In trying to find theoretical explanations for the observed orbital elements, one must take into account the distributions of eccentricities driven by secular interactions (Fig, 1) . In systems with known giant planets, the search for Earths can be guided by studying the forced eccentricity variations as depicted in Figures 5 -9 . Some multiple planet systems will provide additional (stronger) tests of general relativity (as in Fig. 10) . In other systems, we can deduce the presence or absence of additional (undetected) planets -or at least constrain their propertiesthrough examination of the properties of the detected planets (Fig. 11) . Over longer time spans, secular interactions combine with tidal circularization and energy dissipation processes (as outlined in our companion paper Adams & Laughlin 2006a) . The two sets of solid curves show the result of direct numerical integration using two different sets of starting parameters (both within the observational uncertainties). The results show considerable variation between the two sets of starting parameters and between the numerical and secular integrations. Nonetheless, the overall envelope of eccentricity variation -and hence the distribution of eccentricities sampled by the planets -is similar for the cases shown here. The mean eccentricity e of the innermost planet, as driven by secular interactions, is plotted as a function of sin i for the Upsilon Andromedae system (top panel) and the HD160691 system (bottom panel). Both systems have three planets detected to date. The predictions of secular theory are shown with relativistic corrections as the solid curves, and without relativistic corrections as the dashed curves. Notice that the relativistic terms act in opposite ways in the two systems: Inclusion of relativity acts to damp eccentricity excitation by the secular interactions in the Ups And system. In the HD160691, however, they allow the system to approach a resonance for sin i ≈ 0.5. 
